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Step Six
Sponge ink along

perimeter of shapes to
soften the areas and

hide imperfections. Dry
and set ink with a heat

tool. Repeat steps to
create the back cover.

Step Seven
Mask the perimeter of

each section and stamp
your desired image into

it with pigment ink.
Decorate both covers.

Step Eight
Trim two black inside
pages to 51⁄2x 81⁄8 and
attach to the inside of

each canvas cover with
CS® Bookbinding Glue.

Punch holes through
the inside covers.

Step Nine
Use the Binder Tab
holes as a guide to

punch out any desired
inside pages. Open the

binding rings and
assemble the book with

the canvas covers,
inside pages and

dividers. Embellish
with ribbon, beads and
other elements. Enjoy!

Kit Ingredients
(2) 6x81⁄2 Canvas Boards;
(3) Black Binding Rings;
(6) Light Green Binder Tabs;
(12) 51⁄2x81⁄2 Inside Pages

Other Supplies
Generations Scroll Frame and Placard Stamps;
Generations B&B UM Rubber; Pigment Ink
(We used ColorBox Dark Peony, Pink Pastel,
Dark Moss, Black and Whisper Grey);
Crop-A-Dile or Anywhere Punch;
CS® Grid Ruler; CS® Bookbinding Glue;
Foam Brush; Pencil; Copy Paper;
Ribbon; Sponge; Heat Tool;
Charms and Beads (Optional)

Step One
Align one Light Green Binder Tab onto a
canvas board. Transfer the location of the
pre-punched holes onto the board and
punch with a Crop-A-Dile or Anywhere
Punch. Repeat for the second canvas.

Step Two
Map out sections for decorating the canvas by
tracing the shape of the Scroll Frame Stamp
onto the upper right center of the canvas.
Continue adding sections of boxes and lines
onto the canvas with a ruler and pencil.

Step Three
Trim several square and L-shaped masks
from copy paper. The L-shaped pieces come
in handy for masking inside and outside
corners. Place copy paper masks around the
perimeter of a selected area and sponge ink
directly onto the canvas. Tip: For a smoother
look, cover the canvas with a coat of acrylic paint
prior to adding ink.

Step Four
Continue adding colors to each area while
using a mask to protect the other areas.
Alternate colors to avoid the same shade side
by side, and ink the outside perimeter of the
canvas to create a finished look.

Step Five
If you’re using a dark ink color as a base, add a
light ink to the center area of the shape to
provide contrast and depth within the section.
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Canvas of Memories
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